~Small nylon bags

containing forage samples
are inserted in a steer's
stomach for digestion
studies.

~

This yellow and
stunted corn plant is
hungry for zinc.

HOW GOOD IS THAT FORAGE 1
The way to find what a steer eats is through its stomach. Animal
scientists at the Center do just that by surgically placing a trap door in
the esophagus of the animal to collect samples that show what plants and
plant parts the animal eats. Similar trap doors in the steer's rumen permit analysis of the digestibility of forages. Mesh bags containing samples
of forage are put in the rumen for 72 hours and the amount digested then
determined chemically.
Information from this technique is used in planning improved pastures
and better use of roughages for animal food. Efficient feed use helps
stretch the world's inadequate food supply. Research of this type is vital
to an industry that accounts for one-third of the value of all Washington
farm production.
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Zinc fertilizer
made the difference
between the stunted
beans in the center
and the
luxuriant
growth on the right.

PLANTS CAN BE
HUNGRY TOO
Farmers

struggling

to get a new irrigated
farm

into

production

have enough
without

troubles

having

sick

plants too. But that was
~ Steers fitted with
esophageal fistulae are
usedin grazing studies.
Forage
selected by
these steers can be
collected before it is
swallowed. This permits study of selectivity,
grazing habits, and forage quality.

the problem facing settlers in the new Columbia Basin Project. Corn, beans, and potatoes in certain areas were yellow
and stunted like the corn plant above.

A thorough investigation by soil

scientists showed that the plants couldn't grow because they were not
getting enough zinc from the soil. A few pounds of zinc to the acre produced
dramatic results.
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Fertilization with zinc is now common throughout

